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Can Wiggle It Jiggleit Crack High Society?
"The race is not always to the swift, nor the battle to the
strong, but that's the way to bet." - Damon Runyon.
The sophomore stakes classics are not always to the
blue-bloods, but that's the way to bet.
W hen you look back over the list of 3-year-old colt
champions in harness racing, you inevitably encounter
horses with carriage trade family trees. Their sires are the
uptown swells that reside at the top of the stallion lists and
they hail from fashionable female families.
But just to keep
racing interesting
and unpredictable, a
horse by a lesser
known stallion
periodically sneaks
into high society and
proves that he
belongs. This year
Despite an unfashionable pedigree,
that intruder is
Wiggle It Jiggleit could be the
W iggle It Jiggleit.
sport’s best 3-year-old male pacer
Can Wiggle It
Jiggleit elbow his way to the ultimate signs of
respectability, wins in the North America Cup and
Meadowlands Pace this summer? Don't bet against it. In
fact it's not smart to bet against W iggle It Jiggleit at all
since he's won all seven of his lifetime starts.
His pedigree is hardly plebian. His dam earned $140,000
while his second dam Movie Star Laag made $440,000.
Skip back two more generations in his female line and you
chance upon Stienam, a Breeder Crown winner of more
than $1.3 million.
W iggle It Jiggle it is a son of Mr. W iggles, sire of eight
foals in his first Indiana crop and W iggle It Jiggleit is one of
only two with records. In his last two seasons at stud in
Delaware, Mr. W iggles has served a total of nine mares.
(Obviously, you can look for that number to increase.)
Mr. W iggles was a superb pacer on the track, winning the
$500,000 Hoosier Cup as a sophomore. That same year
he won elims of both the Adios and Breeders Crown and
was second in each in the final. In the North America Cup,
he finished fourth. That put his bankroll as just under a cool
million in 23 tries as a 3-year-old.
Indiana breeders echoed Shania Twain by singing "That
Don't Impress Me Much" when Mr. W iggles went to stud in
the Hoosier State in 2011. He bred only 17 mares and went

east to Ohio after one season. In Ohio he bred 20 mares in
2012.
Certainly no one would place Mr. W iggles among a list of
stallions such as Somebeachsomewhere, Bettor's Delight,
W ell Said, Art Major, and Rocknroll Hanover. But don't tell
Mr. W iggles that.
There certainly is precedent for upstarts by lesser known
stallions winning major races in the sport's sophomore
classics.
In fact, that's exactly how the Hambletonian was ushered
in at the Meadowlands in 1981. Shiaway St. Pat, a
humbly-bred gelding from the Michigan fair circuit, upset a
field comprised of sons of Speedy Crown, Super Bowl,
Nevele Pride, and other leading sires of that era.
One prominent Kentucky breeder spotted me after the
1981 Hambletonian and grumbled, "W ell, this sets
breeding back about 30 years."
(That wasn't exactly true as the following year's Hambo
final featured a stirring stretch duel between sons of Super
Bowl and Speedy Crown, the twin towers of trotting sires of
the 1980s.)
The best sophomore trotting colt of 2002 was Kadabra,
(continued on next page)
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by Primrose Lane out of a mare by a stallion named
Trotting Happy. Those two stallions will surely never be
confused with Super Bowl and Speedy Crown.
Kadabra was one of only five colts sired by Primrose
Lane in 1999 and yet he showed remarkable talents as a
2-year-old for trainer-driver-owner Homer Hochstetler. He
was sold for a long price in early 2002 and went to trainer
Jimmy Takter. He earned more than $1.2 million as a
3-year-old despite not being eligible to the Hambletonian.
W e can dial back three decades to the mid-1980s when a
chestnut sensation named On The Road Again came to
dominate his pacing peers at ages three and four. His sire
was Happy Motoring who got the champ in first crop and
never attained that level as a sire again.
On The Road Again was a real racehorse who asked no
quarter and gave none. In his 61 starts he compiled a
44-9-5 slate and raced all over North America on all size
tracks against all comers. He was widely admired by
horsemen and fans as he repeatedly defeated pacers by
Albatross, Most Happy Fella, Niaitross, and the like.
So fancy pedigree helps a horse. A fancy pedigree helps
its sale price as a yearling and often assures the horse of a
place in a prominent stable. But Americans love
overachievers, the ones whose raw talent and desire can
lift them from the ranks of the ordinary to the exalted status
of extraordinary.
W iggle It Jiggleit is well on his way to making that journey
now, but each step up the ladder gets more challenging.
Share This Story
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Maven, Creatine Have Tests in Europe This
Weekend
By Bill Finley
Last seen finishing third in the TVG Final Nov. 29 at the
Meadowlands, Creatine will make his European debut
today in the 10th race at
Umåker in Sweden. He
drew post nine, which
means he’ll be the first
horse in the second tier,
and will be driven by his
new trainer Robert
Bergh.
On Sunday, the
Jimmy Takter-trained
Maven will continue her
Creatine will have his European preparations for the
debut today in Sweden
Eliltopp with a start in
the Copenhagen Cup in Denmark.
Creatine, who won the Kentucky Futurity at three and the
American National and the Allerage last year at four, has
been preparing for this race since being sent to Bergh’s
stable in January. It is a 1.3-mile test worth $26,411 to the
winner.
“He’s got to learn how to race differently, but they’ve
been training him since he’s been over there in midJanuary and he’s done all sorts of different kinds of training
and I think he’s thrived in that environment,” co-owner
Adam Bowden said. “W e always thought he was that type
of horse, a horse that could stay a mile and a quarter, a
mile and a half. If he were a thoroughbred he’d be a
Belmont horse. Each week, Robert tells us he’s gotten
better and better. I think he’s expecting big things from
him.”
Bowden is hoping to earn an invitation to the Elitlopp.
“He has to perform well (in Saturday’s race) and he has
to get invited, but that’s the goal, the Elitlopp,” Bowden
said. W e’ve circled that date on the calendar. I believe plan
is to race one more time after this race and before the
Elitlopp, so he has two chances to get invited.”
The following day Maven will take on nine others in the
Copenhagen Cup in Denmark. The Glidemaster mare has
had a difficult time while campaigning in Europe, but
shouldn’t have any excuses Sunday as she drew well (the

two post) and one of her main rivals, BBS Sugarlight, drew
post nine.
“I just came back (Wednesday) and was over there with
her for three days,” trainer Jimmy Takter said. “I was very
happy with how she worked . She got post two and it’s time
for her to wake up now. She had gotten lot of bad posts.
Those races over there are extremely difficult, especially
when you have 8, 10 , 11 every time. You wind up fourth
over outside and they go miles in 53.3, 54 for the mile and
a quarter. You’re sitting outside, then have to go three
wide. It’s really difficult. At least she will have her nose on
gate. She’ll be facing good horses but I think she will be
the favorite.”
Nuncio, still another former U.S. campaigner now in
Europe, has also been invited to the Elitlopp but ownertrainer Stefan Melander has yet to decide if he is going to
accept.
Thirty Days for Trainer Bob Bongiorno
Trainer Bob Bongiorno, who had been enjoying an
impressive comeback, after 22 years away from the sport,
has been suspended 30 days and fined $1,000 by the
Pennsylvania Harness Commission after his horse
Hurrikane Jon Paul tested high and failed the pre-race
blood gas test before an April 24 races at Chester.
Bongiorno has 10 days to appeal the decision.
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Date Change for Lexington Selected Sale
The schedule for the 2015 Lexington Selected Yearling
Sale has been changed slightly from what was originally
planned. The auction will now begin on Monday, Oct. 5
and continue through Friday, Oct. 9, with an evening start
time for all five
sessions.
The sale had originally been scheduled for Oct. 6-10.
“W e feel the sale is better aligned with The Red Mile’s
Grand Circuit racing calendar this way,” said co-manager
Randy Manges. “It will now start on the night just prior to
the second week of racing, and end on the night before the
Kentucky Futurity,” he continued.
The first week of Red Mile Grand Circuit racing runs
from W ednesday, Sept. 30 through Saturday, Oct. 3, with a
7 p.m. post time. The second week, W ednesday, Oct. 7
through Saturday, Oct. 10, features the traditional 1 p.m.
post.
The Lexington Selected Sale, held at the
state-of-the-art Fasig-Tipton Pavilion on Newtown Pike,
has been harness racing’s leading point of yearling
commerce since its inception, with a higher per horse
average than any other sale.
Hot Shot Blue Chip Out of Retirement
By Ken Weingartner (USTA)
Hot Shot Blue Chip has returned. W here he goes from
here remains to be seen, but trainer Jonas Czernyson is
happy to have the mercurial trotter back in his barn.
It is a much better place for the 9-year-old gelding than
out in his fields.
Hot Shot Blue Chip, a multiple-stakes-winner with $1.20
million in career purse earnings, last raced in August 2013
and was retired in early 2014 because of a knee injury. But
Hot Shot Blue Chip failed to enjoy his newfound leisure
time, so Czernyson decided to bring him back for some
work on the training track.
“He was getting mean to the other horses he was turned
out with, he was kicking at people,” Czernyson said. “I said
let’s bring him in and put him back in training and see what
happens. W e did that in the beginning of February and
slowly I got him trained down. He kept on going and kept
on going.
“It started out just as something to do because he was so
bored being at the farm.
That’s why I brought him in. I
saw that he was sound
before I brought him in; the
others were galloping in the
field and he was trotting in
the field. I said we’d give him
a chance.”
Hot Shot Blue Chip, owned
by Tom Dillon, progressed
so well that Czernyson put
Hot Shot Blue Chip
him in a qualifier Thursday at
(Ken Weingartner photo)
The Downs at Mohegan Sun

Pocono. W ith Scott Zeron handling the driving, Hot Shot
Blue Chip sat in sixth place for most of the mile before
coming home with a :28.2 final quarter-mile to post a 1:56
win.
“He qualified pretty good and he came out of it OK,”
Czernyson said. “Now we’re going to see what the next
step is. W e haven’t gotten that far yet because we didn’t
know what he was going to do.
“He likes to be a race horse, so whatever class we have
to race him, that’s where he’s going to go,” Czernyson
added. “He’s not staked to anything, so he’s not going to
make it back to be a stakes horse. He’s going to tell us
where he should race. But I’m never going to put him in a
claimer and he’s never going to leave my barn. Me and
Tom have an agreement on that. He’s going to stay here
and be our pet.”
Hot Shot Blue Chip did not require surgery for his injury,
but needed time to heal.
“It was a bone in the knee, it wasn’t in the joint or
anything, and everyone just said he needed more time,”
Czernyson said. “But when you have an 8-year-old, it’s
tough to give him time. So we gave him a year off and it
looks like it’s healed.”
Hot Shot Blue Chip, a son of Revenue S-Hustle N
Muscle, has been known for his inconsistent performances
on the racetrack. He went off stride in nine of the 20 most
lucrative starts of his career – including the Hambletonian,
(continued on next page)
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Kentucky Futurity and two editions of the Breeders Crown
– but was talented enough to win the 2012 Credit W inner
Stakes and 2012 Pride In Progress. He defeated Chapter
Seven, Arch Madness and Mister Herbie in the Credit
W inner while establishing his career mark of 1:51.2.
In addition, he finished second in the 2010 Breeders
Crown Open, 2011 Pride In Progress and two editions of
the Allerage Farms Open Trot. He also finished third in
several stakes, including two editions of the Maple Leaf
Trot.
“He always gives all he has – or runs,” Czernyson said
with a laugh. “But that’s Hot Shot. I took the hobbles off of
him (for Thursday’s qualifier) because he runs with them
too. There was no need to have him running in hobbles.
And he looks nicer that way.”
For his career, Hot Shot Blue Chip has won 21 of 82
races. Time will tell whether he can add to that total.
“He filled out nicely; he looks as good as he did before,”
Czernyson said. “He’s a nice horse to have around. I’m
excited about it. I’m happy to have him back.”
Happiness, Rules Of The Road score on Grand
Circuit at The Meadowlands
By Darin Zoccali
W ith The Championship Meet upon us, The Grand Circuit
took center stage on Friday night at The Meadowlands.
The three year old filly pacers contested the $43,106

W .N. Reynolds Memorial. On paper it was a very
competitive field of seven and it played out that way on the
racetrack. Bettor Be Steppin, sent off as a very slight 8/5
favorite would dictate the terms establishing a tempo of 27,
55.4 and 1:24. She turned for home with the 9/5 second
choice, Happiness right on her back. Bedroomconfessions
was grinding away first over, with Divine Caroline riding her
cover. W ith just an eighth of a mile to go, these four fillies
lined up across the track. Happiness found room at the
pylons and sprinted through to the tune of a 26.3 final
quarter to win going away in the end. Divine Caroline
rallied off cover to finish up second with
Bedroomconfessions third.
Happiness was driven to victory by Yannick Gingras for
Ron Burke who co-owns the filly with W eaver Bruscemi
L.L.C. The 1:50.3 clocking was a lifetime mark for the
three year old daughter of Rocknroll Hanover.
The $39,816 John Simpson Memorial for three year old
filly trotters was also a part of the Grand Circuit action on
Friday night. Riley’s Dream was bet down to 3/5
favoritism, but she would find herself locked in throughout
the first three-quarters of a mile as Shaqline never found
the pylons and remained parked out outside Riley’s Dream
throughout. In the meantime, Rules Of The Road showed
tremendous early speed for Dave Miller as she reeled off
fractions of 27.1, 56.1 and 1:25.1 while trotting unopposed
(continued on next page)
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on the lead throughout the mile. Turning for home, Rules
Of The Road kicked away from the field and she was never
threatened, winning in 1:54. The win was one of four on
the night for Dave Miller and the winner is eligible to The
Hambletonian Oaks for trainer Janice Connor who co-owns
the filly with Arden Homestead Stable.
A field of six top mares went to the gate in the $27,500
Fillies and Mares Open Handicap Pace. Sayitall BB was
the aggressor moving to the front and leading the charge
around the track, reaching the half-mile in 55.4 and
three-quarters in 1:24.3. The Breeders Crown winner
turned for home with the lead, but the field began to close
in. W ith mares coming from anywhere, the mare coming
fastest of all was the one closing from last, W eeper. She
appeared on the far left of the screen and sprinted home to
a sub-26 second final quarter to win. W eeper was driven
by Brett Miller for Jimmy Takter and owners Bay Pond
Racing Stable.
W eeper is eligible to all the major stakes for the mare
pacers at The Meadowlands, including the TVG
Championships.
Jerseylicious returned a winner on Friday night at The
Meadowlands, winning an upper level condition event for
fillies and mares pacers. Sent off as the overwhelming 1/5
favorite Jerseylicious secured a pocket trip behind the
speedy That W oman Hanover. But Dave Miller decided it
was time to move with three-eighths of a mile to go and he
pulled the pocket with Jerseylicious, securing the lead prior
to the three quarter pole. From there, the five year old
daughter of W estern Ideal opened up several lengths and
was able to fend off the late brush of Beautiful Lady to
score in 1:50.4, just three-fifths off her lifetime mark.
Jerseylicious is well-staked at The Meadowlands,
including eligibility to the TVG Championship for the Pacing
Mares, Golden Girls and The Lady Liberty.
Muscle Network made it back to back wins Friday. The
former Valley Victory Champion made it five wins from 13
career starts with his 1:53.3 winning performance. His
earnings are now past $335,000 lifetime and he is eligible
to The Graduate series which gets underway on Memorial
Day at Tioga Downs.
Hambletonian Eligibles were prominent on the program
Friday night and a couple of them won. Saboro Hanover
won a maiden event for Nifty Norman and Dave Miller. The
$75,000 Harrisburg yearling was equipped with trotting
hobbles and responded by sprinting a visually impressive
final quarter to score in a sharp 1:54.3. Additionally,
Dapper Don, making his three year old debut, scored in
impressive first-over fashion in 1:55.4. The connections
have a Hambletonian-ring to them, being the same that
won the 2012 Hambletonian with Market Share, including
driver Tim Tetrick, who was very high on the colt. “He’s
come a long way,” said Tetrick. “He let me drive him how I
wanted, let me put him where I wanted. He’s matured.
Current Crisis and Robert Krivelin were victories in the
$15,000 GSY Amateur Final. Despite a frenzy of action
that saw trotters stacked three and four wide on the first
turn, Krivelin was able to secure a position near the lead
where he tracked Mr Ridgetaker who was very wide early

and Bambino Hall. Kriven guided his trotter to the lead
past the half-mile pole and Current Crisis opened up
daylight from there, soaring past three-quarters and
romping to an easy triumph. Hannah Miller was forced
very wide behind stalled trotters coming off the bend and
finished with a flourish to be second while Jenny Melander
and All About Justice checked in third.
Robert Krivelin trains and drives Current Crisis for the
Hero Stables. The win was the 25th in the career of the six
year old trotter, sending his earnings to nearly $240,000.
On the wagering front, the 11th race on the program
featured the fourth largest payout in the history of The
Meadowlands and the second largest trifecta of all time. It
was a perfect storm, as Two Hip Dip, Donnie Darko and
Lock Down Lindy, the three favorites all broke stride.
Battle Mage avoided any trouble and scored the 32-1
upset. Cutup Hanover was second at 34-1 and Silverhill
Volo was third at 99-1. That combination resulted in a $2
trifecta return of $62,559.60. The largest trifecta of all time
came nearly twenty years ago and returned over $88,000
for a $2 return. The only larger payouts were a pick-6 that
yielded over a $100,000 return and the recent $200,000
jackpot that was paid out in the Super Hi-5.
The total handle of $2,597,671 was a ten-percent
increase over this same Friday in 2014.
Racing resumes on Saturday, with first post time at 7:15
P.M. There are carryovers in both $.20 cent Jackpot Super
Hi-5 wagers, with the fifth race carryover now standing at
$108,703 and the last race carryover growing to $83,532.
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Bier Names Palone to Drive Wind Of The North
in Elitlopp, But Must First Get Past Cutler Prep
W ith Dave Miller unable to commit to the drive, trainer
Daryl Bier has named Dave Palone to drive W ind Of The
North in the Elitlopp.
“Dave (Miller) just
couldn’t commit,” trainer
Daryl Bier said. “He didn’t
know what was going on
and thought it was too far
ahead. There are four
New Jersey sire stakes
finals and the Rooney that
same weekend. Dave
(Palone) and I go so far
back. He's a good friend.
Dave Palone has picked up an
Back in the day he gave
Elitlopp drive
me a place to stay. I was
living in his spare room for about a month and a half until I
got on my feet. He fed me, too. I'll be absolutely thrilled to
be over there with him.”
Gearing up for the trip to Sweden, W ind Of The North will
face a tough assignment tonight at the Meadowlands in a
prep for the Cutler Memorial. He was beaten last out at
Chester as the 5-2 favorite, but Bier said you can put a line
through that race.
“W hen I bought him they had him on Lasix and with
trotting hobbles and when I training him down he trained
very well without the trotting hobbles and he actually
trained very well without Lasix,” Bier said. “Lately, he’s
been having problems with dehydration and I’ve been
giving him the minimum amount of Lasix. Actually, the
other day at Chester he came out of race with the thumps.
So I decided it was time to take him off Lasix. He really
didn’t race well over there at Chester. He didn’t get a good
trip but usually when they get the thumps they get
distanced. W e worked him out, got him hydrated; his blood
is good and he should race great (tonight).”
The Meadowlands feature includes several big names
like 2013 Horse of the Year Bee A Magician and 2012
Hambletonian winner Market Share. The morning line
favorite is Melday’s Monet, who is coming off a win in the
Meadows Maturity. DW’s NY Yank, a winner of three
straight in the open ranks at Yonkers, is also a threat.
Share This Story

6th Race Meadowlands, $50,000, Trot. Cutler Memorial
Prep.
Post Horse
Sire
Trainer/Driver
1 DW’s NY Yank
Dilbert Hanover
Burke/Gingras
2 Appomattox
Yankee Glide
Burke/McCarthy
3 Melady’s Monet
Revenue S
K McDermott/Campbell
4 Market Share
Revenue S
Toscano/Tetrick
5 Expressive Action
Conway Hall
Grasso/Berry
6 Wind Of The North
Cantab Hall
Bier/D Miller
7 Opening Night
Broadway Hall
Campbell/Callahan
8 Master Of Law
Deweycheat’nhowe Takter/B Miller
9 Lindy’s Tru Grit
Cantab Hall
J Miller/A Miller
10 Bee A Magician
Kadabra
Norman/Zeron
For TrackMaster pps for the Cutler prep click here. For all
other pps go to www.trackmaster.com

Race 7, N/W $15,000 L5 Pace
ALLSTAR LEGEND makes his first start since last August
and his history here is very well documented. Those were
two top horses that caught him in that qualifier last week
and he can beat these for Burke in first start off the bench
DAPPER DUDE gutted out a win against lesser but hasn't
been seen for three weeks; he's not overmatched in this
spot if right. W INDSONG GORGEOUS has been used
hard throughout the entire meet and now goes first start for
Russo off the claim; let's see how he bounces back for a
barn that's been producing. ODDS ON EQUULEUS is
always at the mercy of the pace but is an obvious
contender nonetheless. ONTARIO SUCCESS was
Campbell's pick over #7 although the outside post won't
make things easy.
Race 8, N/W $10,000 L5 Pace
MISTER VIRGIN was claimed back by Renaud last week
and continues to fire almost every week despite racing
against horses that are valued at far more than this one's
$25K claiming tag. Tonight's field doesn't look that bad
and he may be able to bottom these out similar to that race
five starts ago; Tetrick's pick over two others. EASTEND
EDDIE makes his first start since last July for Burke and
you can't fault that recent qualifier in the slightest; has
some back class too. COBALT MAN steps up off a win
and makes his fifth start for Capone; he's been able to go
with these types in the past. LONG LIVE ROCK makes his
third start back since the January layoff and finds a more
realistic spot than what he's been up against in his last two.
SMARK ROKKER gets a key driver change.
Race 9, N/W 4 or $86K Life Pace
GOKUDO HANOVER has now won four of his last five
races and remarkably hasn't been favored in any of them.
He won his last two by just a nose and a neck but you can't
fault a horse that all he does is win; gelding has become
(continued on next page)
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quite gritty. ART HISTORY has coasted in his last pair
while winning in quick times but the top choice did get the
better of him the last time they squared off three back;
good matchup coming. SW EET BEACH has gotten his act
together of late and he exits a game first over try on the
heels of that blowout win two back; wouldn't be a surprise
at all. IDEALBEACH HANOVER came up with a pretty big
mile last out and that came with Dauplaise driving; go
figure. Gingras is aboard now for Ford and he should take
action. THAT'S MY OPINION has underachieved.
Race 10, Claiming $10,000 Pace
NORTHERN PRIZE went a long first over trip last week
and was still inching in at the finish when he ran out of
ground. That's now three straight second place finishes
since the barn change to Borke but all of them have been
solid tries; he's the best horse in here. IN KENNY'S
HONOR picked up his first win last out in a couple years
and that's now two straight improved races since the barn
move; Berry will be aggressive from the rail. NF DRUM
ROLL was somehow bet down to 1/5 last Saturday and
faded to finish fourth; he was claimed out of that race for
Ford and at least should offer a more fair price this time
around. W ESTERN TSUNAMI should always be regarded
as a threat against these and is likely to be gunning early
from the outside; CAJON HOT SHOT has been used hard
on the front end in all of his recent races.
The Plays:
$6 ticket ($0.50 base): 3-8-10 / 1 / 2-4-7-8 / 5
$48 ticket ($0.50 base): 3-7-8-10 / 1-4-6 / 2-4-7-8 / 5-8

9, HoP, $21,000, P, Fillies and Mares - Invitational PP`S
drawn by groups (3-5)/remainder assigned, 27.4, 56.2,
1:24.3, 1:53.0, FT
1-Just A Bee (m, 7, Mr Feelgood--Tawnees Mark, by
Camluck) O-Anita B Micallef & John P Mc Goff & Greg S
Heath. B-J Earl & Brenda K Lennox, CA. T-Mike Micallef.
D-Mike Micallef, $7,875, Lifetime Record: 141-34-22-17, $218,666
To watch the race replay click here

6, M, $43,106, P, W .N. REYNOLDS MEMORIAL NO. 61 LETA LONG 3 Year Old Fillies, M, 27.0, 55.4, 1:24.0, 1:50.3, FT
1-Happiness (f, 3, Rocknroll Hanover--Panevolence, by
Artsplace), $12,000 2013 SHS-HBG O-Burke Racing
Stable LLC & W eaver Bruscemi LLC. B-Vieux Carre
Farms. T-Ron Burke. D-Yannick Gingras, $21,553, Lifetime
Record: 7-3-0-1, $36,212
2-Divine Caroline (f, 3, Rock N Roll Heaven--Loving
Caroline, by Art Major), $75,000 2013 SHS-HBG
O-Val D'Or Farms & Theodore Gewertz & Rojan Stables &
Michael A Ouriel. B-Diamond Creek Farm LLC. T-Joe
Holloway. D-David Miller, $10,776

3-Bedroomconfessions (f, 3, American Ideal
--Turnoffthelights, by Jenna's Beach Boy) O-Riverview
Racing LLC & Alagna Racing LLC. B-Riverview Farms &
Tony P Alagna & Minisink Farms LLC. T-Tony Alagna.
D-Scott Zeron, $5,172
Calls: 1Q, 1Q, 1H, 1H, 1T - Finish Order: Bettor Be
Steppin, Quick Aint Fair, Bossers Joy, Fashion Rocker
To watch the race replay click here
8, M, $39,816, T, JOHN SIMPSON MEMORIAL NO. 55 ELMA 3 Year Old Fillies, M, 27.1, 56.1, 1:25.1, 1:54.0, FT
1-Rules Of The Road (f, 3, Muscle Hill--Right On Renee,
by Andover Hall), $12,000 2013 LEX-SEL O-Arden
Homestead Stable & Janice Connor. B-Diamond Creek
Farm LLC. T-Janice Connor. D-David Miller, $19,908,
Lifetime Record: 17-1-2-4, $43,940

2-Riley's Dream (f, 3, Muscle Hill--Daliance, by Andover
Hall) O-Jason E & Douglas W & Ronald L Allen. B-Jason E
& Douglas W & Ronald L Allen. T-Julie Miller. D-Andy
Miller, $9,954
3-Murderers Row (f, 3, Donato Hanover-Housethatruthbuilt, by Muscles Yankee), $65,000 2013
LEX-SEL O-Steve Jones & Mary Kinsey & Theodore
Gewertz. B-Fair W inds Farm Inc & Theodore Gewertz &
Steve Jones & American Viking Rc Stb. T-Brett Bittle.
D-John Campbell, $4,777
Calls: 1H, 1Q, 1Q, 1H, 1Q - Finish Order: Allerage Star,
Southwind Cartier, Shaqline, Magic City, Showy Starlet,
Model Behavior
To watch the race replay click here

9, Moh, $30,000, P, FILLIES & MARES PREFERRED.
27.2, 56.2, 1:23.2, 1:51.2
1-Rock N Roll Xample (b,m,4 - Rocknroll Hanover-R
Xample-Camluck) O/B-Robert L Hamather T-David
Menary D-James MacDonald $15,000 Lifetime Record: 3616-5-2 $204,705
To watch the race replay click here

5, ScD, $25,000, P, FILLIES AND MARES OPEN POST
POSITIONS 1-4 DRAW N POST POSITIONS 5-9 DRAW N,
26.2, 55.1, 1:23.0, 1:51.1, FT
1-Betterluvnexttime (m, 7, American Ideal--Darriwillian
Girl, by Walton Hanover) O-Daniel A Mitchell. B-Nia Lee
Stable. T-Virgil Morgan Jr. D-Ronnie W renn Jr., $12,500,
Lifetime Record: 104-42-15-14, $502,063
To watch the race replay click here
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6, YR, $42,000, P, F&M OPEN HANDICAP POST
POSITIONS 1-7 ASSIGNED, 27.3, 57.1, 1:25.1, 1:52.3, FT
1-Krispy Apple (m, 7, Western Ideal--Apple Krisp, by
Life Sign) O-Bamond Racing LLC & Joseph Davino.
B-Perfect W orld Enterprises. T-Jeffrey Bamond Jr..
D-Jason Bartlett, $21,000, Lifetime Record: 99-29-15-14,
$1,313,323
2-Cherry Bliss (m, 5, Blissfull Hall--W estern Debutante, by
W estern Hanover) O-Ricky A Bucci. B-Dominic A
Colarusso Jr. T-Ricky Bucci. D-Mark Macdonald, $10,500
3-Delightful Dragon (m, 4, Bettor's Delight--Little Miss
Dragon, by Dragon Again) O-Noel M Daley & William B
W eaver III. B-Adam Victor & Son Stble LLC. T-Noel Daley.
D-George Brennan, $5,040
Calls: 1H, 1H, 1T, 2H, 3H - Finish Order: Sir Jillian Z Tam,
Virgin Mary, Jonsie Jones, Baby Remind Me
To watch the race replay click here
7, YR, $28,000, P, F&M NON-W INNERS OF $32,000 IN
LAST 6 STARTS, 28.0, 57.1, 1:25.2, 1:53.3, FT
1-Magic Starlight (m, 6, Real Desire--Starlight Justice,
by Real Artist), $8,000 2010 SHS-HBG O-Burke Racing
Stable LLC & W eaver Bruscemi LLC & Phillip Collura.
B-Sara M & Gerald T Siebert & Allen J Tomlinson. T-Ron
Burke. D-George Brennan, $14,000, Lifetime Record:
96-23-16-14, $353,813
To watch the race replay click here
8, YR, $21,500, P, NON-W INNERS OF $18,000 IN LAST 6
STARTS, 27.4, 56.4, 1:24.3, 1:51.3, FT
1-Malak Uswaad N (h, 7, Bettor's Delight--Sirius Flight,
by The Big Dog) O-Howard A Taylor. B-Cavalla
Bloodstock LTD, NZ. T-Tracy Brainard. D-Jason Bartlett,
$10,750, Lifetime Record: 102-21-25-12, $518,545
To watch the race replay click here
10, YR, $21,500, T, NON-W INNERS OF $18,000 IN LAST
6 STARTS, 27.4, 58.1, 1:27.1, 1:56.2, FT
1-Outburst (g, 4, Explosive Matter--Exquisite Lady, by
Supergill), $33,000 2012 LEX-SEL O-Noel M Daley &
Kemppi Stables Oy Inc & Andrew John McCarthy & Mirva
Bogucki. B-Steve H Stewart & Aslak I Kaikko, FI. T-Noel
Daley. D-Tyler Buter, $10,750, Lifetime Record: 34-11-5-4,
$280,192
To watch the race replay click here

11, YR, $21,500, P, F&M NON-W INNERS OF $18,000 IN
LAST 6 STARTS, 28.2, 58.4, 1:27.3, 1:55.0, FT
1-Handsoffmycookie (m, 6, Art Major--Observe Me, by
Cambest), $25,000 2010 SHS-HBG O-Jfe Enterprise LLC.
B-W inbak Farm. T-Scott Di Domenico. D-Daniel Dube,
$10,750, Lifetime Record: 99-31-15-6, $1,381,932
To watch the race replay click here
12, YR, $25,000, P, F&M NON-W INNERS OF $25,000 IN
LAST 6 STARTS, 27.1, 56.0, 1:24.2, 1:53.3, FT
1-Marty Party (m, 6, Yankee Cruiser--Noble Marty, by
Nobleland Sam), $35,000 2010 LEX-SEL O-Howard M &
Michael A Ouriel. B-Schare D Adams. T-Jeffrey Smith.
D-Daniel Dube, $12,500, Lifetime Record: 102-20-19-19,
$647,503
To watch the race replay click here
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